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? Description of the ATLAS Liquid            
Argon (LAr) calorimeter
? Energy reconstruction and calibration 
? Status of the system
? In-situ commissioning with cosmics
? Timing with the first LHC beam
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Technical constraints
? high radiation level
(nominal luminosity = 1034 cm-2s-1) 
? fast acquisition                                 
(bunch crossing = 25 ns) 
Physics requirements
? EM calorimeter: optimized for the Higgs search 
in the channels H?γγ and H?4e
? Large pseudo-rapidity (η) coverage and 
complete azimuthal (Φ) coverage 
? missing transverse energy reconstruction 
(supersymmetry searches)
? Identification of new long-lived particles
? accurate time measurement
(7 TeV)
(7 TeV)
The liquid argon calorimeter




Sampling calorimeters: active medium = LAr at 87 K, absorber = Pb/Cu/W 
? located in 3 cryostats, different geometries are used
? common readout system: 
182.468 channels
Electromagnetic calorimetry
• barrel + end-caps (|η|<3.2): Pb/LAr
• FCal1 (3.1<|η|<4.9): Cu/LAr
Hadronic calorimetry
• HEC (1.5<|η|<3.2): Cu/LAr
• FCal2-FCal3 (3.1<|η|<4.9): W/LAr
The electromagnetic calorimeter
? Segmentation:                                       
3 longitudinal layers
? Interaction lengths:                         






Impact of noise 
















3 amplification gains (range MeV – TeV)
Particle ? development of a 




Physics mode: 5 samples transmitted FEB?ROD
digitisation 
at 40 MHz 
(LHC clock)
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(FEB)
During LHC running: calibration runs 
will be taken between successive fills 
and constants updated if necessary
Energy reconstruction (2/2)
? Task: to go back from 
the ADC counts to the 
deposited cell energy Pulse samples
Cell 
energy Optimal Filtering Coefficients








? The calibration system is a key component 
Stability:
- calibration signal amplitude: ~1‰ level 
- amplification gains
- pedestals very stable over months
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EMB + EMEC high gain stability
RMS ~ 0.05%







2001: start of 
the construction
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2009: first p-p collisions expected









• 0.02% of unrecoverable channels? problems located inside the detector 
• 1% of dead readout channels                                     
? mainly due to the failures of optical transmitters between the front-end and the back-end 
electronics                                                     
? to be fixed during the next long shutdown
Monitoring
? Status of each calorimeter: Detector 
Control System (DCS)
? to monitor LAr purity/temperature, 
electrodes high voltage,…
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η? Electronic noise measured in pedestal 
runs but also in physics runs with a 
random trigger
? Electronic noise amplitude varies from 
10 MeV to 500 MeV                                       
? main contribution: thermal noise of 
the FEB preamplifier
Noise – Transverse missing energy reconstruction (ETmiss)
ETmiss recontructed in 2 ways:
• cells based method
• topoclusters method                   
(better noise                  
suppression)        
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Muons: pulse shapes study
tdrift
Drift time extraction                                  
? comparison with the expectation
? Hundreds of millions of cosmic muon events 
recorded in different detector configurations
? Cosmic muons = minimum-ionizing-particles  
? select events with a high energy deposit 
(muon bremsstrahlung events)
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Muons as a probe of the uniformity of the EM barrel calorimeter
GaussianLandau⊗
? Select projective muons
? Muons asynchronous with 
respect to ATLAS clock
? select the best phase for the 
reconstruction
? Energy lineshapes in η bins: 
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Uniformity studied in situ with 
cosmic muons                                  
? comparison of the measured 
and expected uniformities                
? 95% C.L. limit: 1.1% (middle)
Test beam results on 
~10% of the modules: 
uniformity ~0.7%
From muons ionization: first electrons observed (1/2)
Event display of an electron candidate from ionisation in the inner detector volume

















From muons ionization: first electrons observed (2/2)
? Signal: ionisation electron (2 tracks)
Background: muon bremsstrahlung              
(1 track)
? 40 ionisation electron candidates
? background shape extracted from the 
muon bremsstrahlung sample
? Calorimeter shower shape variables for the final candidates
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Final observation: 26±3 electrons
The first LHC beam through ATLAS
Energy flux in the middle layer (EM calorimeter) 










September 10, 2008 
Some events with more than 1000 TeV
deposited in the calorimeter!
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Time alignment for collisions from beam dump events
EM calorimeter middle cells (1 event)
? Comparison with the timing expected from: 
calibration and calibration/physics readout 
path difference
? global agreement at the 2-3 ns level
? FEB delays for the collisions mode are 
loaded in the acquisition system
? will provide a good time alignment of all 
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? Time computation (26 events selected)
1) Signal phase determination
2) Computation of a mean time per event














































2008 Single beam data
Conclusion
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? In situ commissioning of the LAr calorimeter for more than 3 years
? all studied performances are at the expected level
? Very stable running of the LAr system in ATLAS combined running mode
? Online and offline monitoring: robust and powerfull
? Calibration constants are very stable over long periods        
? calibration procedure for LHC running successfully tested
? LAr calorimeter correctly aligned in time for collisions
? LAr system: ready for collisions
? first collisions with 450 GeV beams expected for December
Backup slides
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2009-2010 LHC planning
• 1 month commissioning
• 3 months 3.5 TeV collisions
• 1 month step-up
• 5 months 4-5 TeV collisions
• 1 month heavy ions collisions
2009
2010: draft plan
Physics goal: to collect 
~200 pb-1 at high energy 
by end of 2010
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OTx failures
? OTx is the optical transmitter sending off the 
serialized data of 1 FEB to the read-out system
? No failures during ~1.5 years of operation
? Since May 2009: 16/1524 FEBs failed                      
(~1.1% of the EM channels)
? Trigger not affected
? the energy information can be partially 
recovered from trigger towers (coarser granularity 
and worse resolution)
? Backup solutions are being worked out
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